
Laser Webs

People

 1+

Aim

Get through the lasers in whatever way you can!

Space

Home / Garden / Park

Equipment

 Six long lengths of string

A space where there are lots of places to tie string too

How to Set Up

Create a laser web by wrapping one length of string around door handles, table legs or
banisters

Players stand on one side of the laser web

All the other lengths of string at either end of the web

One Rule

No contact with each other

How to Play

Make your way through the web without touching each other



When all players are at the other end, add another laser to the web

Go back through to the other side

Repeat!
 
How to End
 
When you’ve added six different lasers to the web.

 Level One . Touching a Laser

Play so that if a player touches a laser with any part of their body, they have to go back
to the start and go again.

Level Two. Add a Time Limit
 
Play with the touching the laser rule from level one.

Add a time limit of thirty second per run through the web.

 Level Three. Add in Objects

  Play with the touching the laser rule from level one and the time limit from level two.

Now put six different objects per player at one end of the web.

Players have to carry each of the objects in turn to the other end of the web.

Boss Level. Play the Game Your Way
 
The game and the levels are just start points for your imaginations to run wild with!

The best way to play the game is creating your own way to play.

Why not try and make your own version of the game! Remember the magic ingredients
of great play from the PlayCorner.



If you do have a go at the boss level, we’d love to see and share your Play Ups with the
rest of the PlayUp club.

Power Ups

 1 - Play with one player blindfolded and the other player as the guide

 2 - Do it as a pair and hold hands whilst trying to get through the web

 3 - Make it a race through the web!

 4 - Start with players at opposite ends of the web, and see who can get to the other
side and back three times first

 5 - Create different shaped webs

 6 - Make the web go across the floor, so you just have to step or jump over the lasers

 7 - Add in a tagger in the middle of the web, if you get tagged, go back to the start

Level the Playing Field

 1 - Give the players different sized objects to carry though the web

 2 - Make the players hold hands with each other as they play

 3 - Give different players different lives. eg: touch a laser three times before they have
to go back and start again


